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Executive Summary

In 2013, at the demand of the G8, the World Bank launched the Enabling the Business of Agriculture (EBA) project to benchmark and score countries on how they facilitate corporate business in agriculture. The first comprehensive EBA report was released in January 2016. The report provided a detailed vision of the regulatory reforms, which, according to the Bank, are needed to create “thriving” agricultural sectors, and rated the agricultural policies of 40 countries.1

Among several categories of indicators (Finance, Transport, Fertilizer, etc.), the EBA includes a sub-indicator which evaluates seed regulations. Seed systems are complex and vary from country to country. However, over the past few decades, Western corporations and governments have made a global push to standardize seed laws and promote industrial seeds, often known as “improved” seeds. The EBA is the latest initiative aimed at promoting corporate-led seed production – the mantra being that this will help increase agricultural yields and feed a growing world population.

The EBA dictates so called “good practices” to regulate seed systems, and then scores countries on how well they apply and implement its prescriptions. These “good practices,” focused on facilitating private companies’ production and marketing of seeds, include: improving, accelerating, and minimizing the costs of procedures to release and certify industrial seeds; and “incentivizing” private seed production by adopting intellectual property right (IPR) frameworks to allow corporations to profit from their seeds’ sale and usage.

Despite the Bank’s claim that granting property rights to private seed developers will spur innovation, there is no conclusive evidence that the adoption of IPR frameworks leads to an increase in private investments in seed research and development.2 The EBA promotes IPR regulations that conform to the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) Convention, rather than sui generis laws3 adapted to local contexts. The latest UPOV convention, signed in 1991, prohibits farmers from exchanging and selling IPR-protected seeds, and restricts their right to save and propagate protected seeds. The EBA is already starting to have an impact at the country level. For instance, in Rwanda, it inspired the design of a new seed ordinance that opens the door for the country’s adhesion to the UPOV Convention.

While the Bank’s reforms do not benefit the majority of farmers, they do assist with the expansion and increased profits of a handful of private companies. Six firms, all based in the West, currently control over two-thirds of the formal seed market.4 In recent years, these corporations have scaled up efforts to take control of developing countries’ markets, notably in Africa, where DuPont acquired the South African seed company Pannar in 2012, Syngenta bought the Zambian Maize Research Institute (MRI) in 2013, and Vilmorin & Cie acquired 30 percent of Zimbabwe’s Seed Co in 2014.5

While the concentration of the global seed market has a significant impact on prices6 as well as seed diversity, the EBA not only fails to tackle this issue, it also remains blind to other flaws of corporate seed production. For instance, industrial varieties calibrated to pass quality control tests display high levels of genetic uniformity and are bred with a focus on high-yield properties. This comes at the expense of other features including an aptitude for intercropping and conservation, nutritional and cooking qualities, and other characteristics useful to farmers and consumers. In addition, private seed companies tend to focus on breeding widely used crops (corn, soybean, cotton, etc.) to ensure a return on their investments through massive commercialization.7

The lack of improvement and breeding of other crucial crops such as legumes, “minor” cereals (e.g. oats, barley, millet), vegetables, fruits, and more, means farmers have fewer options to diversify their crops.

The replacement of farmers’ seeds with a few uniform industrial varieties leads to the rapid erosion of global seed diversity. Following the 1960s Green Revolution, the cultivars of rice available to Filipino farmers dropped from some 4,000 varieties to just 3 to 5 “improved” varieties.8 The same pattern was noticed through other Asian countries as well as Mexico, ultimately resulting in the loss of traditional varieties and seed saving practices, the dependence on external input providers, and farmer indebtedness.9

The EBA completely ignores farmer-managed seed systems, which provide 80 to 90 percent of the seeds used in developing countries and are vital repositories of the world’s agrobiodiversity.10 This immense bias cannot lead to the creation of sound, inclusive, and sustainable seed policies. Farmer-managed seed systems encompass both on-farm seed saving and farmer-to-farmer exchanges. They provide a rich diversity of seed, varieties adapted to local conditions, and ensure cheaper and often more reliable access to seed than formal systems, which remain weak in many developing countries. The main international donors
and the World Bank, however, dismiss these advantages and view increasing agricultural yields through the adoption of chemical inputs and industrial seeds as the key to feeding the world. This vision overlooks the true causes of hunger around the world—lack of access to land, inequality, poverty, market dynamics, environmental degradation, climate change, and more.

Farmer-managed seed systems, while vital to preserve access to diverse seeds for food security and resilience, do face challenges. For instance, seeds may not move freely between farmers (access may depend on social status, kinship, and other cultural norms); seed stocks and exchange networks may be negatively affected by famines, natural disasters, and conflicts; and access to varieties with specific features (quality, pest resistance) may be lacking.11 Given the World Bank dismisses farmer-managed systems, it ignores many low-cost and effective solutions to address the constraints. For instance, community-based seed production and participatory breeding projects foster the breeding of locally-adapted crops, improve plant quality and access, and empower farmers to innovate in their own fields.12 Governments can establish policies to support growers who specialize in the multiplication, production, and sale of seeds; use extension services to establish farmer-managed nurseries and seed multiplication operations; revitalize local seed markets through attracting seed vendors to seed fairs; and help create communal seed banks to restore farmers’ seed stocks and safeguard access to seed.13 Finally, it is possible to improve access to seed by facilitating the release of diverse and high-performing varieties stored in national genebanks to farmers. Instead, the World Bank’s EBA encourages states to ease private companies’—and not farmers’—access to genebanks.

The World Bank’s one-size-fits-all approach does not help governments implement solutions adapted to farmers’ needs. This requires direct engagement and collaboration with rural communities. Farmers should be the primary stakeholders to be consulted for the design of seed policies, as they are best suited to identify constraints and needs regarding access to inputs.

Ignoring the calls of a wide range of experts for bottom-up seed solutions that benefit the poorest,14 the World Bank’s agribusiness indicator will foster seed scarcity for the sake of corporate profit. The Bank fails to provide any evidence on how the EBA reforms will help feed nine billion people by 2050. The EBA makes developing countries’ governments adopt standardized agriculture policies when a true commitment to end hunger and poverty would necessitate a radically different approach to respect and ensure farmers’ right to seeds.

**Introduction**

Without seeds, there is no harvest, no food, no life. Around the world, this vital input is made accessible by farmers’ own work to recycle and save seeds from their crops, and through farmer-to-farmer gifts, exchanges, and trade. Farmer-managed seed systems supply on average 80 to 90 percent of the seeds used for agriculture in developing countries, and play a key role in supporting agricultural production worldwide.15 In addition, farmer-managed systems are crucial for preserving agrobiodiversity, food security, and resilience against climate and economic shocks. They provide a rich diversity of seeds, including varieties adapted to specific environmental conditions or with other characteristics useful to smallholder farmers.16

The main international donors and the World Bank, however, dismiss these advantages. They argue that increasing agricultural yields through the adoption of chemical inputs and industrial seeds (formal sector seeds are also commonly called “improved” seeds) are key to feeding the world. This paradigm benefits an exclusive cartel of Western companies that dominates the agricultural inputs market. Only six multinationals currently control over two-thirds of all commercial seed sales.17 Greater market concentration is to be expected in the coming years if major mergers between agribusiness multinationals are approved by the US and the EU regulators.18 The pending mergers between Monsanto and Bayer; Syngenta and ChemChina; and Dow and Dupont mean that only three mega corporations will control 63 percent of the commercial seed market.19 Two essential instruments are enabling the expansion of large seed companies in developing countries: farmer outreach and input subsidy programs, which distribute and promote industrial seeds (often with the support of
bilateral donors); and aggressive lobbying for new laws that promote private sector seeds over farmer-managed systems. The tools used to impose pro-corporate seed regulations in developing countries include trade treaties, donor-funded advisory services, and, more recently, the establishment of benchmarking instruments such as the World Bank’s Enabling the Business of Agriculture (EBA).

Launched in 2013, the EBA aims to foster “policies that facilitate doing business in agriculture and increase the investment attractiveness and competitiveness of countries.” To achieve this, the World Bank prescribes “regulatory practices” that governments should implement in various areas of agricultural sectors, including Markets, Transport, Machinery, Finance, Fertilizer, and Seed. Countries are then scored on how well they apply and fulfill the EBA-dictated norms, which are misleadingly presented as “smart and balanced” policies.

This Brief looks specifically at the EBA’s Seed sub-indicator, through which the Bank is promoting reforms to facilitate the registration and commercialization of industrial seeds, along with “good practices” to incentivize private seed research and development through recognition of intellectual property rights (IPRs) of breeders. The Brief reviews these reforms and their potential impact on farmers’ access and control over seeds, and examines how the World Bank’s biased propositions increase the profits of a handful of private companies instead of promoting farmers’ rights and protecting agrobiodiversity.

2016 EBA benchmarking topics and seed scores © World Bank Group
A keen supporter of the industry-coopted “New Green Revolution,” the World Bank considers private sector seeds as “a key technology for improving agricultural productivity.” Through the EBA, the Bank asserts the need for “good regulatory practices” to facilitate the introduction of industrial seeds into agricultural markets.

This is how it works. The Bank encourages governments to implement reforms to reduce the cost and time necessary to register industrial seeds, establish a variety release committee (VRC) to approve industrial seeds for commercialization, create catalogs to list registered varieties, and more. The Bank docks points off countries’ EBA scores if these systems aren’t in place and if they do not meet a number of requirements set by the Bank. For instance, a lower EBA score is attributed if the VRC exists but does not meet regularly (the World Bank recommends that VRCs meet on demand or after each cropping season).

While most rich countries have long established such procedures and services, fulfilling these standards requires substantial public spending from low-income nations. In fact, some aspects of the EBA methodology excessively burden developing countries. For instance, the World Bank encourages lowering fees to register industrial seeds and emphasizes the “good performance” of high-income nations, which have the cheapest registration costs relative to the national income. Denmark, for example, charges only 8 percent of its income per capita to register a new seed, and Spain charges 10 percent. Relative fees are generally higher in lower-income countries: Ethiopia, for instance, charges 89 percent of the income per capita for seed registration procedures. This makes Ethiopia appear as a bad performer in the Bank’s report, although in hard figures, Ethiopia's registration costs are almost ten times lower than Denmark's ($489 against $4,641). If Ethiopia were to charge only 8 percent of the income per capita, the registration fee would be $44. While some would argue that this scoring methodology reflects the obstacles that national companies encounter to register new seeds, the Bank cannot ignore that industrial seed development is dominated by multinational companies, who most benefit from lower costs.

The EBA, modeled after the World Bank’s Doing Business index, which inspired over 520 business-friendly reforms between 2003 and 2013, is an attempt to gain similar influence in the agricultural sector. The Bank claims that the tool is “generating evidence” on regulations supporting agricultural development, however, no scientific data has been shared to support the EBA’s selection of “good regulatory practices.”

Denouncing the top-down imposition of policies detrimental to farmers and food security, Our Land Our Business, a multi-continental campaign of over 280 organizations, comprised of farmers groups, trade unions, and CSOs, was launched in 2014, demanding the end of both the EBA and the Doing Business projects.
The domination of multinational seed companies has globally expanded in recent years. In Africa, for instance, Western agribusinesses have acquired some of the continent’s largest and best performing seed companies. Between 2012 and 2014, US-based Dupont Pioneer bought South Africa’s Pannar Seed, Swiss seed giant Syngenta acquired Zambia’s Maize Research Institute (MRI), and the French Vilmorin & Cie acquired 30 percent of Zimbabwe’s SeedCo. Over the past decade, these foreign seed companies have made significant investments in seed Research and Development (R&D) programs in Africa.

The World Bank places corporations at the center of every aspect of seed systems. For instance, no less than five different EBA survey questions score the composition of the VRC that supervises the introduction of new seed varieties. For a country to get the best score, it has to give 50 percent or more of the VRC’s seats to the private sector. The Bank attributes a score of zero if all seats are occupied by public actors, for instance, experts from the Ministry of Agriculture or research institutions.

This strong stance to increase private sector representation suggests a total lack of consideration of farmers, consumers, and the environment. The EBA methodology accords a country a maximum score if all VRC members are from the private sector, even though this raises serious concerns about transparency, independence, and the competence of the authorities presiding over the release of new seed varieties.

In response to critics pointing to the lack of consultations with the farmers and civil society organizations, the World Bank published a record of EBA presentations made to various stakeholders in the UK, the US, and six lower-middle income countries. The Bank is more discrete about its active participation at industry-sponsored conferences including the 2015 International Food and Agribusiness Management Association Conference, 2015 Grow Canada Conference, 2016 Argus FMB’s Africa Fertilizer, and 2016 International Fertilizer Association Conference. Evidencing the EBA’s popularity with large agribusiness firms, in 2016, the International Grain Trade Coalition (IGTC), a lobby of large grain traders, formed a working group to support the EBA. IGTC organized private sector responses to the EBA surveys and performed outreach to WTO government representatives and corporate stakeholders about the project. This is particularly worrying, given this coalition works to influence pro-GMO trade and agriculture regulations. Far from promoting the interests of small producers, the EBA is working to give large corporations an opportunity to influence agricultural policies worldwide and foster farmers’ dependence on expensive industrial inputs.

BOX 2: Corporate Support for the EBA

The World Bank has repeatedly portrayed the EBA as a pro-poor and pro-farmer initiative, but it is the large agribusinesses who will benefit the most from the project. The Bank appealed to the “expertise” of the largest agrochemical firms in the world to develop the EBA, including Bayer, Monsanto, Syngenta, Pioneer, Yara, and KWS. The list of “global experts” consulted by the project does not include a single farmer group or cooperative, and counts only five non-profit organizations: GALVmed, FINCA, One Acre Fund, the International Fertilizer Development Center, and the Syngenta Foundation. The three latter openly promote the use of industrial seeds and fertilizers.

In response to critics pointing to the lack of consultations with the farmers and civil society organizations, the World Bank published a record of EBA presentations made to various stakeholders in the UK, the US, and six lower-middle income countries. The Bank is more discrete about its active participation at industry-sponsored conferences including the 2015 International Food and Agribusiness Management Association Conference, 2015 Grow Canada Conference, 2016 Argus FMB’s Africa Fertilizer, and 2016 International Fertilizer Association Conference.

Evidencing the EBA’s popularity with large agribusiness firms, in 2016, the International Grain Trade Coalition (IGTC), a lobby of large grain traders, formed a working group to support the EBA. IGTC organized private sector responses to the EBA surveys and performed outreach to WTO government representatives and corporate stakeholders about the project. This is particularly worrying, given this coalition works to influence pro-GMO trade and agriculture regulations. Far from promoting the interests of small producers, the EBA is working to give large corporations an opportunity to influence agricultural policies worldwide and foster farmers’ dependence on expensive industrial inputs.
“Incentivize” Private Investments in Seed Sectors

The EBA promotes reforms to “incentivize the private sector to release new varieties in the country.” The Bank, thereby, accords better scores to countries that grant breeders intellectual property rights over seeds, allow the private sector to multiply and commercialize local public varieties, and provide easy access to germplasm conserved in public genebanks to private companies, among other reforms supposed to enhance private research and development of new seed varieties.

The World Bank’s advocacy in favor of property rights for plant breeders is part of a global push for IPR frameworks in agriculture. This movement has been driven by the powerful seed industry, which increasingly dominates research in plant breeding over publicly funded R&D programs. The granting of IPRs over seeds is done through patent systems, plant variety protection (PVP) frameworks such as those outlined by the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) Convention, or through sui generis systems elaborated by national legislators.

The goal of PVP laws is to allow plant breeders to secure exclusive rights over the varieties they develop, so that they may retrieve profit from the commercialization, reproduction, and use of their varieties by other parties. Breeders with exclusive rights may choose to market their variety and profit from the sale of seeds, or may license it to other companies in exchange for a fee. The granting of such breeders’ rights is supposed to reflect the fact that developing new plant varieties requires investment, since promoters of PVP laws, like the World Bank, argue that “protecting the property rights of seed developers spurs further innovation.”

However, there is no conclusive evidence that IPR laws will significantly increase private investments in plant breeding in developing countries. In addition, the EBA upholds UPOV membership as a regulatory paradigm, at the expense of sui generis legislation that may be better adapted to local needs. For instance, the 2016 EBA report praises Tanzania for becoming “bound by the 1991 UPOV Act in November 2015,” even though it already had a PVP law in place. The Tanzanian PVP legislation stipulates that farmers can be charged under criminal law – they risk fines and imprisonment – for using and exchanging protected seeds without the breeder’s authorization. The use of non-certified seeds is also prohibited in Tanzania’s official rice irrigation schemes. Recently, the World Bank indicated that both Vietnam and Rwanda have used the EBA to design their new seed ordinances. In Rwanda, the new law establishing PVP regulations conforms to the UPOV Convention (see Box 3).
BOX 3: Rwanda’s New Seed Law: EBA-Inspired Framework to Protect and Profit Private Breeders

On April 20, 2016, the Rwandan government promulgated a new seed law (Law No. 0005), which matches the EBA’s recommendations. The new legislation introduces a PVP framework to protect breeders’ rights for a period of twenty years. The implementation of this new law will put Rwanda on the path to adhere to UPOV 91, a treaty that prohibits farmers from selling and exchanging IPR-protected seeds and restricts their right to save and propagate protected seeds on their own holdings. Following this promulgation, the Netherlands, one of the donors to the EBA project, initiated a training program to educate Rwandans on how to implement breeders’ rights in conformity with the UPOV guidelines.

Several other aspects of Law No. 0005 are modeled after regulatory practices promoted by the EBA. For instance, the law establishes a Committee responsible for the “evaluation, certification and registration of plant varieties and their withdrawal from the list.” The establishment of official variety lists is a key instrument to outlaw the exchange and sale of farmers’ seeds, which cannot be registered and protected under the UPOV framework due to their variability (UPOV requires that seeds be proved “distinctive,” “uniform,” and “stable” to be eligible for protection). Finally, the Rwandan government released a new reduced fee schedule for seed registration and intellectual property services. The EBA scores positively the existence of fee schedules for certification activities carried out by the public sector and promotes the reduction of cost and time of seed registration procedures.

These reforms do not seek to address the needs of Rwandan farmers, but copy a regulatory model promoted by the seed industry and Western donors as being the one that will attract private investors and enhance seed development and innovation.

The Dutch Inspection Service for Horticulture trains Rwandans to implement breeders’ rights in conformity with the UPOV guidelines © Agroberichen / Buitenland
Public actors, including parastatal seed companies, research centers, and universities, also perform conventional plant breeding. The EBA, however, dismisses public seed development on the grounds that public investments in agricultural research “have declined in many countries since 1997.” The Bank conceives governments’ role to be that of passive enablers of private sector breeding activities. An exception is the maintenance of national genebanks, which is seen as an essential task for the public sector, so that private companies may easily access public germplasm to develop new varieties of seed. Public genebanks hold genetic resources freely collected from farmers’ fields, which seed multinationals are actively seeking to commoditize. Since 2012, a coalition of corporate and institutional stakeholders has developed the “DivSeek” program, which aims to sequence and digitize genetic materials held in genebanks around the world. This initiative has been denounced by farmer groups as patenting and privatization of public genetic resources.

While enabling increased corporate grip on public genetic resources, the World Bank overlooks the pressing need to make genebank varieties available to farmers. Research shows that direct collaboration between genebanks and farmers is highly beneficial. The release of locally-adapted genebank varieties, for instance, can help farmers access useful biological resources to adapt to climate change. In Ethiopia, it was found that over 20 percent of local varieties perform better than industrial seeds bred specifically for drought resistance. Ethiopia’s genebank is the largest in Africa, holding 60,000 accessions – i.e. samples of seeds collected from a particular area. Mobilizing such resources to provide farmers with varieties that produce higher yields at lower costs than drought-resistant hybrids can significantly enhance smallholders’ livelihoods. Collaboration with farmers can also help enrich genebank collections with the genetic diversity cultivated in farmers’ fields.

Deploying genebanks’ diverse resources widely and increasing linkage with rural communities helps conserve agrobiodiversity, improve farmers’ incomes, and address climate change and food security challenges. However, policy mechanisms often fail to establish genebank-to-farmer connections. In Rajasthan, India, growers have lost access to the traditional pearl millet varieties that perform best in drier areas. Yet over 30,000 traditional pearl millet accessions are stored in India’s two main genebanks. Farmers have expressed willingness to pay for obtaining these varieties at the market prices of hybrids, but government extension services promote the use of hybrids instead of local varieties. The World Bank could encourage policymakers to establish mechanisms to identify genebank varieties that outperform industrial seeds, and use extension services to disseminate them in regions where they are lacking. Instead, the EBA’s narrow regulatory framework orchestrates the monopolization of public genetic resources by private breeders. The maintenance of genebanks requires significant staff, material, and financial resources, but many genebanks in the world run on precarious funding and are under staffed. While governments continue to bear the cost of maintaining functional genebanks, the EBA’s “good practices” do not take into account the necessity of channeling back a share of private companies’ profits into the public systems that serve them.
The Impact of the EBA Reforms
Restricting Farmers’ Right to Seed

The World Bank’s prescriptions on how to regulate seed sectors maximize private companies’ profits and expand their markets. This, however, jeopardizes farmers’ access to seed, thus threatening the very basis of our food chain.

UPOV-inspired PVP laws exclude the protection of farmers’ varieties, and prohibit farmers from selling and exchanging PVP-protected seeds. Furthermore, the latest UPOV Act, signed in 1991, rendered optional the granting of a “farmer’s privilege,” previously established in the 1978 Act to allow growers to save and propagate protected seeds on their own farms. The new convention specifies that the farmer’s privilege should be granted “within reasonable limits and subject to the safeguarding of the legitimate interests of the breeder,” so as not to curtail breeders’ profits. UPOV 91 also extends the duration of breeders’ rights, so that varieties are now protected for a minimum of 20 years instead of 15.

Beyond IPR-related issues, seed registration and certification laws like those promoted by the EBA frequently have collateral effects that extend beyond organizing formal seed sectors. Oftentimes, these laws are accompanied by clauses making the marketing or exchange of non-registered seeds illegal. The scope and enforcement of these laws varies across countries, but some lower-middle income nations implement very restrictive regulations prohibiting both the selling and sharing of non-certified seeds. In Colombia, for instance, authorities may seize the seed, harvest, or products made from harvest; destroy crops; and fine or jail farmers who sell or share non-registered “illegal” seeds.

The creation of variety catalogs, which the EBA promotes, is an important instrument to enable such restrictive laws, as catalog-listed seeds are considered “legal” for marketing and non-listed seeds as “illegal.” The variety register model, which originated in Germany and was applied regionally with the creation of the European Common Catalog in 1966, is now being exported to other regional organizations such as South African Development Community (SADC, with 15 member countries) and Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA, with 19 members). In both COMESA and SADC’s seed catalogs, only maize varieties developed by Syngenta or Monsanto are listed. Regional catalogs and laws require that seeds traded between countries correspond to industrial production standards, and render illegal the trade of farmers’ seeds across borders.

---

**SADC SEED CATALOGUE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety name</th>
<th>Maintainer</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Days to maturity</th>
<th>Plant height cm</th>
<th>Husk cover</th>
<th>Grain type</th>
<th>Grain color</th>
<th>Potential yield (t/ha)</th>
<th>Resistance to disease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DK8031</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>dent-like</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tolerant to MSV, GLS and bight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK803-99</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>flint-like</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tolerant to MSV, GLS and bight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK80-33</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dent-like</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tolerant to MSV, GLS and bight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK80-53</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>flint-like</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tolerant to MSV, GLS and bight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK80-73</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>flint-like</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tolerant to MSV, GLS and bight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY485</td>
<td>Syngenta AG</td>
<td>Syngenta AG</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dent-like</td>
<td>white</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY314</td>
<td>Syngenta AG</td>
<td>Syngenta AG</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>flint-like</td>
<td>white</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY614</td>
<td>Syngenta AG</td>
<td>Syngenta AG</td>
<td>135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dent</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY624</td>
<td>Syngenta AG</td>
<td>Syngenta AG</td>
<td>135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dent-like</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY634</td>
<td>Syngenta AG</td>
<td>Syngenta AG</td>
<td>135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Excerpt from the SADC regional seed catalogue, which only contains maize varieties manufactured by Monsanto and Syngenta © SADC
The EBA’s policy prescriptions therefore obstruct farmers’ right to freely reproduce, share, and exchange seeds and lead to the progressive loss of traditional varieties and seed production techniques, which are repositories of farmers’ proficiency and power. Women farmers, in particular, remain unrecognized stewards and transmitters of traditional seed saving and selection techniques. Women’s control over their seed supply – mostly provided by their own seed stocks as well as local networks – is crucial for households’ nutrition and resilience to economic shocks and crops failures. The 2016 EBA report boasts the addition of a cross-cutting “gender” theme, but the World Bank’s policy regulations around seeds are particularly detrimental to women.

By lending its support to the seed industry oligopoly, the World Bank sets the stage for a private takeover of seeds and input price surges. In the US, where farmers overwhelmingly rely on industrial seeds, the price of crop seed has risen faster than any other input. Between 1990 and 2010, seed prices more than doubled relative to the price farmers receive for their crops, indicating a disempowerment of farmers in the face of rising market concentration. It is therefore necessary to enact laws that curb the concentration of seed markets and protect traditional knowledge in order to prevent the cycle of debt and poverty caused by a dependency on expensive inputs.

Excluding Farmers’ Seeds: A Flawed Approach to Feeding the World

The World Bank describes the EBA as an attempt to “develop the business of agriculture” to help meet the world’s growing food demands, but its approach, largely focused on increasing agricultural yields, is deeply flawed. Current estimates indicate that agriculture already produces enough to feed up to 14 billion people. Rather than increasing yields, the challenge of food insecurity must be addressed by tackling lack of access to land, inequality, poverty, market dynamics, environmental degradation, climate change, and more.

Smallholder farmers, who produce 70 percent of the food consumed worldwide, play a key role in helping meet the world’s food needs sustainably. Evidence shows that the productivity of small farms is often higher than that of large farms, and that smallholders are the best stewards of their land. To maintain yields and healthy ecosystems, small-scale farmers rely on a wide diversity of plant varieties, which have been selected over many generations for their quality and suitability to local conditions.

This carefully cultivated agrobiodiversity helps sustain communities through times of environmental crisis, rising population density, and other threats. In Ethiopia’s Gamo Highlands, traditional practices relying on plant diversity – over 40 varieties of barley and 100 varieties of banana are cultivated in the region – and active seed exchange have preserved food security and resilience of local populations. By contrast, neighboring communities who practice intensive monocropping on the plateau of Wolaita experience annual food shortages and decreasing soil fertility. In Papua New Guinea, an average family grows between 30 and 80 species of food crops. Such diversity ensures nutritious diets and helps farmers endure periods of drought as well as heavy rains. Papuans’ taro varieties, for instance, survive prolonged rains, but are negatively affected by droughts, during which farmers rely on sweet potato and cassava for food staples.
no more than 12 plant species and five animal species now provide 75 percent of the food consumed worldwide.\textsuperscript{109}

The EBA reforms will further aggravate this trend, as they confine policymaking to facilitating corporate seed production and marketing while ignoring crucial issues surrounding industrial seed systems. Formal seed registration and certification tests, indeed, tend to focus on seeds’ productivity and genetic homogeneity properties. They therefore incentivize the breeding of uniform and high yielding seeds at the expense of other plant features that may be useful to farmers (e.g. aptitude for intercropping and conservation, nutritional and cooking qualities, yield of secondary products such as fodder or straw, etc.), and ultimately result in loss of biodiversity.\textsuperscript{110} The passing of tests to release conventional seeds requires significant investment. Consequently, companies tend to focus on producing varieties that are broadly cultivated (maize, soy, wheat, etc.),\textsuperscript{111} and have a wide adaptability, to ensure a return on investment.\textsuperscript{112} Private plant breeding therefore neglects less profitable but nonetheless vital crops (such as oats, barley, millet, etc.), as well as varieties better adapted to specific agroecological zones and open-pollinated varieties that farmers can recycle from one harvest to the next.\textsuperscript{113}

Trends of acquisition and mergers in the seed sector have reinforced these tendencies, as many independent companies with specialized portfolios have ceased the production of seeds with smaller market shares after being purchased by larger firms.\textsuperscript{114} Seminis, the world’s largest vegetable and fruit seed company, progressively acquired smaller companies in the 2000s before being bought by Monsanto in 2005.\textsuperscript{115} In the consolidation process, Seminis discontinued some 2000 varieties it used to commercialize.\textsuperscript{116} The abandoned crops were generally those with unique qualities, bred for niche markets, and those adapted to complex environments and low use of chemical inputs.\textsuperscript{117} Without this diversity, farmers’ ability to produce sustainably and resist environmental stress is dramatically reduced.

Going Beyond the World Bank’s EBA: Building Seed Systems that Benefit Farmers

The EBA uses misleading language, calling industrial seeds as “quality seeds”\textsuperscript{118} and conveys the perception that farmers’ seeds are unworthy of policy support.\textsuperscript{119} This fails to recognize that conventional seed production, whether public or private, relies on a capital of genetic resources nurtured by farmers, who are the primary and most indispensable stewards of biodiversity.\textsuperscript{120} It is clear that farmer-managed seed systems do face some challenges. These are often linked to seed circulation – which may be hampered by certain social or cultural norms or by seed storage and management constraints – and availability – famines, natural disasters, and conflicts may deplete local seed stocks, and varieties with specific properties (high-yielding, pest-resistant) may be scarce or unavailable.\textsuperscript{121} However, solutions exist to enhance the quality and distribution of seeds within these systems and without relying on corporate seed production.

Participatory plant breeding approaches, for instance, promote decentralized collaborations between NGOs, public actors (for instance national research centers), and rural communities. These initiatives put farmers in the driver’s seat during the design and implementation of breeding work, empower farmers to innovate in their own fields, and improve plant quality and seed access. The FAO recognizes these initiatives as being better at addressing the needs of small-scale farmers than conventional packages of industrial inputs.\textsuperscript{122} Many successful participatory breeding programs have been documented, including in Honduras, Timor Leste, Rwanda, India, and much more.\textsuperscript{123} In Cameroon, the World Agroforestry Center identified with farmers their preferred species of trees (instead of commercially relevant timber species, farmers preferred undomesticated native fruit and fertilizer trees) and helped create farmer-managed nurseries. The program organized farmer trainings in genetic selection techniques and domestication of wild trees. Domesticated tree species were then introduced on farms to diversify cultures of cash crops (cocoa, coffee).\textsuperscript{124} Processing and marketing techniques helped commercialize the products from the native trees such as fruits and nuts. As farmers’ incomes increased, they reinvested the profits in the building of roads, bridges, storage warehouses, irrigation systems, and other infrastructures to benefit the community.\textsuperscript{125} Such initiatives cannot take off with the World Bank’s one-size-fits-all approach, as it relies on consultation and deep collaboration with farmers to assess their needs and tailor solutions to their problems. Yet farmer-managed seed systems do support successful business models. Some
growers specialize in the multiplication, production, and sale of seeds, and circulate seeds through local networks, often reaching remote locations and disseminating valuable information on varieties' properties and planting methods. In Uganda and DRC, two war-stricken countries, the organization of seed fairs attracted numerous vendors and helped restore households' seed stocks, boost the local economy, and improve agricultural productivity. In Zimbabwe, a local seed bank initiative enabled a drought-affected community to save over 6 tons of seed in just four years. The seed bank serves as a buffer in times of individual or community crop failure.

Rising environmental and economic challenges require policymakers to support local seed access and help diversify crop varieties and incomes. In Zambia and Malawi, severe droughts pushed governments in the 1980s to promote cassava as an alternative to maize, the dominant mono-crop in these countries, which is drought-prone, water-intensive, and heavily reliant on subsidized seeds and fertilizers. Governments mobilized extension services to diffuse high-yielding and pest resistant varieties of cassava, which farmers could freely reproduce in their fields. These diversification efforts had positive effects on business (cassava processing and marketing improved) and food security, particularly for the poorer and female-headed farm households. Though rejected by the EBA, public sector plant breeding is more likely to take into account countries' and farmers' needs and development of crops of less commercial interest (legumes, perennials, open-pollinated crops, etc.). This is in opposition to the “New Green Revolution” doctrine, which relies on corporate development of drought-resistant maize and other technological fixes that further undermine farmers’ self-sufficiency and freedom.

Through the EBA, the World Bank reduces farmers’ role to that of seed consumers and confines policymaking to the privatization of seed systems. Yet there are many ways governments can support the participation of farmers in breeding and distributing beneficial varieties. The World Bank continues to ignore the calls of a wide range of experts and institutions for bottom-up seed solutions benefiting the poorest and remains entrenched in the defense of corporate interests. This not only jeopardizes the culture and livelihoods of farmers in developing countries, but also contradicts the primordial wisdom, which, for millennia, has pushed humans to nurture, improve, and exchange the earth’s rich resources.
Conclusion

Since the EBA’s inception in 2013, the World Bank and EBA donors have defended the project as a tool aimed at providing guidance to policymakers on the best regulatory practices to support thriving agricultural sectors and “inclusive agricultural transformation.” However, the EBA’s “guidance” is heavily skewed in favor of private agribusinesses, and the project is anything but inclusive of developing countries’ and farmers’ interests.

With the EBA, the Bank restricts policymaking to encouraging private development and marketing of industrial seeds and adopting PVP frameworks. This disproportionately favors private breeders at the expense of farmers’ right to freely produce, save, and exchange seeds. The EBA’s narrow regulatory framework is clearly inadequate for countries where farmer-managed seed systems dominate. In addition, it remains silent on the shortcomings of industrial seed systems, which have negative social impacts (criminalization of farmers’ seeds, indebtedness linked to the buying of expensive seeds, loss of local knowledge and culture) and deep environmental flaws (erosion of agrobiodiversity, reduced resilience to climate variations, etc.).

Agricultural policies should emanate from national consultations with farmers and from in-depth analyses of local constraints to ensure efficient, sustainable, and affordable access to seeds. The Bank’s quick regulatory fixes will prevent countries from establishing laws that strike a fair balance between farmers’ and breeders’ rights, and that address the need to preserve rapidly eroding agrobiodiversity as well as the traditions and cultural knowledge associated with this diversity.

This Brief shows that, with the EBA, the World Bank is orchestrating the privatization of seed systems and discrediting farmers’ seeds for the sake of corporate profit. This is not consistent with the objective put forward by the promoters of the EBA to help feed nine billion people by 2050. To ensure food security of a growing population, access to seeds – the very basis of agriculture – must be extensively and unconditionally promoted.
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